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Quoting Tool

The Leading Software for Hurricane Protection

Quoting will now be easier than ever!

E-Tempest Presents... Quoting Version 2.0
Quoting Version 2.0 is Here! Weve redesigned the process of Quoting Hurricane
Shutters from the ground up based on Your Ideas and Suggestions. The new Quoting
System is faster, more flexible and easier to use than ever before. The new version will
bring you Quoting in a way youve never seen before.

New Features for Version 2.0

1

Much Simpler Product Setup

2

Importing Coverage Charts

3

Managing Options is Easier than Ever

4

Now its easier to add new Products to your Price List or
quickly maintain and compare prices on existing Price Lists.
The Product Setup now includes colors available for each
Shutter Type.

Now you will be able to easily import Panel and Accordion
coverage charts directly from a spreadsheet.

The new Option System gives you one place to manage
your options and prices for all your price lists.

Print your Price Lists
You can now use the E-Tempest Software to print a
professional Price List Including your Products, Options
and Additional Costs.

5

Easily Enter Openings

6

Automatically Calculate Sales Tax

Using the Entry System perfected in both the Accordion
and Panel Calculators you can now be finished with your
Quote in under 5 minutes.

Specify Products and Options as taxable or non-taxable so
you can calculate sales tax quickly and painlessly.

7

Compare Different Shutters
You can see the prices for the different Shutter
Types immediately after you enter the opening size.
All Shutter prices will be calculated in real time
based on their appropiate size additions and
schedules.

8

View a Quote using different Price Lists

9

Include Other Documents

10

You will now be able to select the Price List you
want to use for a particular Quote at any time.

Include both Floor Plans and Notices of
Commencement in the Quote Pack you prepare for
your customer.

Easily Change Prices and Analyze the Results
The New E-Tempest Quoting tool is Built around a
powerful pricing analysis system that allows you to
easily modify the price of any opening, product or
option while giving you live feedback about how
your changes effect the overall Quote as compared
to the List Price.

11

Multiple Quote Documents to Choose From

12

Fully Integrated with E-Tempest Permitting

Choose the look that is best for your company or
for an individual job. Different Quote Documents
allow you to personalize your sales presentation.

Now it will be easier than ever to generate Permits,
Design Pressure Reports, NOCs, Floor Plans and
Shutter Worksheets once a Quote is accepted.
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